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Abstract:

The AGS Distributed Control System (AGSDCS) uses a relational database
management system (INTERBASE) for the storage of all data associated with
the control of the particle accelerator complex. This includes the static data
which describes the component devices of the complex, as well as data for appli-
cation program startup and data records that are used in analysis.

Due to licensing restraints, it was necessary to develop tools to allow programs
requiring access to a database to be unconcerned whether or not they were run-
ning on a licensed node. An in-house database server program was written, using
Apollo mailbox communication protocols, allowing application programs via
calls to this server to access the interbase database.

Initially, the tools used by the server to actually access the database were written
using the GDML C host language interface. Through the evolutionary learning
process these tools have been converted to Dynamic SQL,

Additionally, these tools have been extracted from the exclusive province of the
database server and placed in their own library. This enables application pro-
grams to use these same tools on a licensed node without using the database serv-
er and without having to modify the application code. The syntax of the C calls
remain the same.

Background:

Brookhaven National Laboratory is a multi-disciplinary national laboratory lo-
cated on eastern Long Island in Upton, New York. The Laboratory supports
research programs in the life sciences, chemistry, nuclear and solid state physics,
as well as other disciplines. The Laboratory is managed by Associated Universi-
ties, Inc., under contract to the Department of Energy.The AGS Department is
concerned with the field of high energy and heavy ion physics. The workhorse
of the program is the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron, a 33 GeV proton syn-
chrotron. Included in the complex are the Linear Accelerator, the source for pro-
tons, and the Tandem Van de Graff Accelerator, the source for heavy ions. In
construction and due to come on line in January of 1991 is a new accelerator
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named the Booster, which as its name implies will boost the acceleration of all
particles to high energy levels.

The AGSDCS Distributed Control System:

The AGSDCS is a three tiered structure with microprocessors at each level.

At the top level, the interface to the human operator, is a network of 60 Apollo/
HP workstations. One third of these workstations are used for ongoing develop-
ment of the control system. Another third are used by Control Room operations
consoles, with the rest being used for operations support and by the scientific
staff.

The lowest level of control are the accelerator devices themseleves. Logically,
from the view point of the control system, these devices consist of every device
which can be set and/or readback. Devices may be magnet power supplies with
setpoints and readbacks, various temperature and vacuum gauges with readback
only, beam and radiation detectors with readback only, and an assortment of tim-
ers with setpoints only. Each logical device is connected via IEEE 488 or shared
memory to a device controller, which is the lowest level of intelligence in the sys-
tem. One controller controls many logical devices. Device controllers receive
the commands for their various devices from the intermediate level of control
which we have dubbed a station.

Stations provide a real time interface to the device controllers and also contain
the current machine status database. It is this database that is considered to be
the 'live' status of the machine. The station monitors simple logical devices, and
generates asynchronous alarm messages based on the results. It acts as a sink
for host level commands and as a source for host reports. Similarly, it acts as a
source for device controller commands and a sink for device controller reports.
It translates host communications into device controller communications.

Physically, a station is a stand alone computer running a dedicated, embedded
application under the auspices of a real time operating system kernel and inter-
faced to the external world via various I/O capablities. This year we have devel-
oped what we call an Apollo Station; a station is several processes running in
an Apollo workstation sharing system resources (CPU, I/O) under the auspices
of a multi-user, mulitprocessing operation system (DOMAIN_OS).

Communications between the host consoles (the apollo workstations) and the
stations is achieved via a CATV based broadband local area network developed



at BNL, which we have named RELWAY. Attached to each station is a modem
(COMBOX) which then connects to Relway. Both hosts and stations are con-
nected to modems via IEEE 488.

Database Overview:

Our initial database was concerned with storing the static structure of the distrib-
uted control system. The grandparent/parent/child relationships of stations,
controllers, and devices must be stored and accessible. Additionally the network
address of every piece of hardware in the network must be stored along with all
allowable command states and setpoints.

The basic set of relations consisted of comboxes, stations, device_controllers, and
devices. Since many devices were similar, except for some unique information
such as location, common data for a class of device is kept in a device class rela-
tion. Relations to store the valid commands and status information coming from
devices were also required.

This information is very static. It does not change in the sense that a device will
be changed to accept different commands than initially designed for. The struc-
ture is also reasonably static. A device controller does not normally move from
one station to another.

Controlling programs in the hosts need access tho this static information. In our
initial design, (circa 1985), it was felt that a commercial dbms would not be fast
enough to make the data accessible to these controlling programs (a few millisec-
onds). Our first application therefore was a program to read the database, strip
out the information required by the controlling programs and create a mapped
memory file, called the data definition file,(ddf). The mapped memory file is a
read only file that all controlling programs read into their virtual address space.
Whenever data in the 'offline' database was changed, a new ddf would be created.
Controlling programs would, within the parameters of their own internal logic,
unmap and map new ddfs whenever possible.

Things change. New applications, new data, new relations are required and de-
signed. Changing the structure of the ddf to add new relations, or change rela-
tions already in the ddf became a very involved process. Was it necessary to put
all our relations in this ddf? The answer was of course, no. Careful analysis of
the usage of the new relations and their data elements in most cases revealed that
access time to the data was not time critical as it was in the original ddf data struc-



tures. Applications could get their data requirements by accessing the Interbase
database directly.

Initial Database Tools:

The first question management asked was: Is it necessary to teach our program-
ming staff how to write application specific queries using gdml or sql? We an-
swered this question with a no.

Given the following axiom, general purpose routines could be written to get, and
put a tuple of a relation.

Axiom: All fields in a tuple will be passed. On a get (retrieval) all fields will be
returned. On a put (write) all fields will be written.

The routines would having the following syntactical format.

get_record( relation_name,key value, record_pointer)

relation_name: the name of the relation being queried.
key value: the value of the key to be searched on.

record_pointer: a pointer to the record returned from the database.

put_record( relationjname, record_pointer)

get_relation(relation_name,records_ptr,count)
relation_name: the name of relation to be returned.
records_ptn a pointer to the array of recc- -is returned,
count: the number of records returned.

get_all_record_names( relationjname, namejarray)

relation_name: name of the relation to query.
namejarray: pointer to a list of the keys for all the tuples in a relation.

Initially, we wrote these routines the hard way. Typedef C structures were written
for all our relations. A set of three gdml routines were written for each relation;
a get_relation_name, store_relation_name, update_relation_name. Based on
the value of the relation name passed to the high level tool, the appropriate rela-
tion specific routine was called.



If a put was called, we would initially try to update the record. If the update failed
because the record could not be found, we would do a store of the record.

However, application development was being hampered by the necessity to write
relation specific code for every new relation being designed. Dynamic Sql
seemed the best way to go.

Dynamic Tools:

In developing our dynamic tools, we did not want the application programmers
to have to change any of their existing code. The syntax of the calls they used
had to remain the same. We created a set of sql_dynamic tools that duplicated
the functionality of the tools written for specific relations. Any new relations de-
fined in our database would have to use the dynamic tools. Thus the routine that
determined which Interbase tool to call based on the relation name would default
to the dynamic tool for all relations that were not listed.

With the use of dynamic SQL we added two additional high level tools.

get_relation_qualified(relation_name,records_ptr,count,qualification)

qualification: is a string in the appropriate sql syntax to qualify a search. An ex-
ample might be 'where controllerjiame = "CDC.MAIN_MAGNET' and
LOGICAL_DEVICE_NO > 32'.

The application program is responsible for formating this clause correctly.

get_field(relation_name, field_name, key_field_name, key value, field)
This routine returns a single field from any relation. More information is re-
quired by the application program to use this routine. It must know the Interbase
name of the field it wants, and the name of field in that relation that is the major
key for that relation.

Dynamic Puts:

In order to do data updates dynamically, and maintain the same generic syntax
as used for non-dynamic puts, it was necessary to have our tools query the meta-
data of the database. This enabled the tool to properly format the dynamic query
with the data passed to it by the application program. We would use our own
dynamic query tools to make this metadata query.



Initially, the only dynamic put we would do would be an insert. If the insert failed
due to the record already being present, we would delete the record and insert
it again with the new values passed from the calling program. This did not work
well, and we were forced to add two new generic calls, updaterecord and in-
sert_record. Put_record remains and will eventually be phased out.

Database Server:

The database server is our application program interface to Interbase databases.
It runs on licensed nodes. It is the first user of a database. It uses apolio domain
mailbox communication protocols to handle database information requests from
its clients.

The database server is the process responsible for readying the database, starting
transactions, committing or rollbacking, and finishing the database. These func-
tions do not have to be known to the application program. The application pro-
gram only has to connect and disconnect from the database server. If necessary,
however, there are calls available to the application program to force a commit
and to start a new transaction.

Initially we had a single database server that could be run in one of three modes.
It was either the production server, to be used by production application pro-
grams, or it was the application development server, to be used by applications
under development, or it was the server development server, to be used for devel-
oping new tools in the server.

We have a database server for each database that needs to be accessed by an
application program. At the present time that number is four.

Recently, it was decided that application programs running on Interbase licensed
nodes should not have to use a database server, but should be able to access a
database directly. This is accomplished by having two tool libraries. One library
uses the database server to fulfill requests, the other allows the application pro-
gram to directly access the the database.

We have four source code files.

gdml_tools.e: responsible for the opening, committing, rollbacking, and finish-
ing of databases.



sql_tools.e: responsible for all queries to and updates to a database.

database_client.c: is used by application programs using the server to connect to
the above two sets of tools.

dbjinker.c: is used by application programs to access the the above two sets of
tools, without requiring a database server.

Miscellany: Enumerated Types and Blobs.

1. Enumerated types:

We like enumerated types. We use them alot in defining data in our relations.
The problem is qli. Seeing a data value of 1 for device_type is not really meaning-
ful. We developed a translation relation/database, that converts a C data struc-
ture member of type short to a 26 character string, and vice versa.

The C structure has a short, the qli data field has a character string. This makes
qli meaningful to the user( a person) and the C structure easier to use in code.

We made hard rules to enable this conversion. Shorts in C structures that repre-
sent relations in an Interbase database are converted to their representitive char-
acter string. From Interbase, any character string field of length 26 is converted
to a short. Character strings that represent an enumerated type must be unique.

2. Blobs:

At the present time, our tools do not handle blobs. We have finished testing dy-
namic gets of blobs, but have not begun dynamic puts.
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